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THANKSGIVING	DAY	
If you believe you are giving “thanks” for the goodness in your life on 
Thanksgiving, you have fooled yourself!  If you believe this day is 
harmless, and just a good time to watch football, eat, and spend time with 
family you are wrong!  You are actually commemorating a great 
massacre!  The true essence and history behind this day has long been 
hidden behind lies, distorted history, and a flat-out disregard for the 
destruction of the Lord’s chosen people. 

America’s schools teach that Thanksgiving is a day to commemorate when 
William Bradford and the other Pilgrims crashed onto Plymouth Rock 
after their escape from England’s oppression of their religion.  It also 
teaches that during this time the Pilgrims met the Natives, made peace and 
celebrated their new found friendship over a dinner of “thanks” to God for 
the blessing of peace and friendship.  Nothing could be further from the 
truth! 

The Most High warned us about making something evil into something 
good. 

ISAIAH	5:20:	“WOE	UNTO	THEM	THAT	CALL	EVIL	GOOD,	AND	GOOD	EVIL;	

THAT	PUT	DARKNESS	FOR	LIGHT,	AND	LIGHT	FOR	DARKNESS;	THAT	PUT	
BITTER	FOR	SWEET,	AND	SWEET	FOR	BITTER!”	

People who celebrate Thanksgiving simply ignore the history behind the 
destruction of the Native American Indians and have established it as a 
day to give “thanks.”  Thanks for what? 
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Slaughtering millions of the Lord’s people?  Millions were put to death by 
warfare, forced relocation, disease and poisoning.  People ignorantly say, 
“Well, that was the past.”  Beware, the bible says contrary!  

JOB	8:8:	“FOR	inquire,	I	pray	thee,	of	the	former	age,	and	
prepare	thyself	to	the	searcH	OF	THEIR	FATHERS.”		

Reflection and recollection of history is a requirement when one desires to 
understand their path.  Hence the saying, “those who don’t know their 
past, are destined to repeat it!” 

We have been admonished as true believers of the scriptures not to follow 
vain philosophies and the rudiments (basic principles) of the world.   

COLOSSIANS	2:8:	“BEWARE	LEST	ANY	MAN	SPOIL	YOU	THROUGH	
PHILOSOPHY	AND	VAIN	DECEIT,	AFTER	THE	TRADITION	OF	MEN,	AFTER	

THE	RUDIMENTS	OF	THE	WORLD,	AND	NOT	AFTER	CHRIST.”		

Observance of Thanksgiving as a holiday is wrong according to the bible 
period!  Nowhere in the scriptures did God sanctify every fourth Thursday 
of November to be a day of feasting and thanks.  People have twisted this 
day to say, “Yeah, we know about the Indians, but we’re not thinking of it 
that way.  It’s just a day to give thanks for everything God has done for 
us.”  Well, for those that think of Thanksgiving this way, do you think 
Native Americans are celebrating this day since it’s a part of their history?  
I think not! 

The aftermath of the Native American genocide by the Europeans is still 
evident even unto this day!  The Native American population has been 
decimated and those that remain have been resorted to living in 
impoverished conditions.  It has been estimated that close to a million 
Native Americans remain and live on one of the 310 reservations in the 
U.S.  
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The Oglala Sioux reservation has a mere per capita income of only $7,000 
per year!  While two other Sioux reservations in Rosebud and Pine Ridge, 
South Dakota have some of the country’s poorest living conditions 
including mass unemployment and the highest suicide rate in the western 
hemisphere most of which are teenagers.    

 

And don’t even think about considering the few taxable casinos given to 
only select tribes can make up for the obliteration of one of God’s chosen.  
The true motivating reason the government even permits these casinos is 
for tax revenue.  Indian casinos have proven to be highly lucrative to the 
I.R.S. in the grand scheme of things when it comes to America’s economy. 
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Let’s reflect on the prophetic aspect of this foolish day of “thanks.” 

MICAH	2:1‐2:	“1WOE	TO	THEM	THAT	DEVISE	INIQUITY,	AND	WORK	EVIL	
UPON	THEIR	BEDS!	WHEN	THE	MORNING	IS	LIGHT,	THEY	PRACTISE	IT,	

BECAUSE	IT	IS	IN	THE	POWER	OF	THEIR	HAND.		2AND	THEY	COVET	FIELDS,	

AND	TAKE	THEM	BY	VIOLENCE;	AND	HOUSES,	AND	TAKE	THEM	AWAY:	SO	

THEY	OPPRESS	A	MAN	AND	HIS	HOUSE,	EVEN	A	MAN	AND	HIS	HERITAGE.”	

Over 80% of the Indigenous population was slaughtered for this land and 
it goes unremembered by the mass majority of people.  The bible clearly 
shows the judgment of the one who practiced and devised iniquity (evil 
and unrighteousness) and used such means to take away fields, houses, 
and used enslavement by means of violence.  It has been well documented 
how the U.S. Calvary and the English and Spanish explorers violently and 
deceitfully took the land of the Americas for their own.  

 

PSALMS	7:11‐14:	“11GOD	JUDGETH	THE	RIGHTEOUS,	AND	GOD	IS	ANGRY	
WITH	THE	WICKED	EVERY	DAY.	12IF	HE	TURN	NOT,	HE	WILL	WHET	HIS	SWORD;	
HE	HATH	BENT	HIS	BOW,	AND	MADE	IT	READY.		13HE	HATH	ALSO	PREPARED	
FOR	HIM	THE	INSTRUMENTS	OF	DEATH;	HE	ORDAINETH	HIS	ARROWS	AGAINST	
THE	PERSECUTORS.		14BEHOLD,	HE	TRAVAILETH	WITH	INIQUITY,	AND	HATH	

CONCEIVED	MISCHIEF,	AND	BROUGHT	FORTH	FALSEHOOD.”	
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Rewriting history and saying that this false holiday is a day of joy, 
gladness and thanks has not been overlooked by God.  The Most High said 
that he is angry with the wicked EVERYDAY and destruction is being 
prepared for those that have done such wicked acts and covered it up with 
mischief and falsehood.   

PSALMS	50:20‐21:	“20HE	HATH	PUT	FORTH	HIS	HANDS	AGAINST	SUCH	AS	

BE	AT	PEACE	WITH	HIM:	HE	HATH	BROKEN	HIS	COVENANT.		21THE	WORDS	
OF	HIS	MOUTH	WERE	SMOOTHER	THAN	BUTTER,	BUT	WAR	WAS	IN	HIS	

HEART:	HIS	WORDS	WERE	SOFTER	THAN	OIL,	YET	WERE	THEY	DRAWN	
SWORDS.”	

Many Native American tribes accepted and embraced the European 
settlers and taught them survival skills to maintain on the land.  However, 
their kindness was taken for weakness as every peace treaty signed was 
eventually broken.  The Plains Indians were devastated and ravished by 
the white man. 

DEUTERONOMY	28:31:	“31THINE	OX	SHALL	BE	SLAIN	BEFORE	THINE	

EYES,	AND	THOU	SHALT	NOT	EAT	THEREOF:	THINE	ASS	SHALL	BE	
VIOLENTLY	TAKEN	AWAY	FROM	BEFORE	THY	FACE,	AND	SHALL	NOT	BE	
RESTORED	TO	THEE:	THY	SHEEP	SHALL	BE	GIVEN	UNTO	THINE	ENEMIES,	

AND	THOU	SHALT	HAVE	NONE	TO	RESCUE	THEM.”	

Buffalo was the main resource of survival for the Plains Indians as well as 
most other tribes.  Buffalo was used for meat, shelter, clothing, fuel, tools, 
weapons and equipment.  Every part of the buffalo was used from the skin 
to the dung.  A concentrated effort to eliminate the buffalo was done by 
European hunters in an effort to destroy the Natives.  In 1800, there was 
an estimated 60 million buffalo in America.  By 1890, that number 
dwindled to 750.  This was a huge blow in the survival of the Plains 
Indians.  

Now knowing just these few facts, you should be rethinking what your 
giving “thanks” for on Thanksgiving.  Some misinterpret and twist the 
scriptures and utilize them to justify celebrating these wicked holidays!  
Let’s examine: 
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1	TIMOTHY	4:3‐5:	“3FORBIDDING	TO	MARRY,	AND	COMMANDING	TO	

ABSTAIN	FROM	MEATS,	WHICH	GOD	HATH	CREATED	TO	BE	RECEIVED	WITH	

THANKSGIVING	OF	THEM	WHICH	BELIEVE	AND	KNOW	THE	TRUTH.	
4FOR	EVERY	CREATURE	OF	GOD	IS	GOOD,	AND	NOTHING	TO	BE	REFUSED,	IF	

IT	BE	RECEIVED	WITH	THANKSGIVING:	5FOR	IT	IS	SANCTIFIED	BY	THE	

WORD	OF	GOD	AND	PRAYER.”	

First and foremost, this particular scripture does not give an excuse to 
break the dietary laws (please see our literature entitled “Dietary Laws” on 
our website at www.truenation.org) which many do on Thanksgiving by 
having ham and other abominable meats for dinner.  It is imperative you 
understand and recognize that 1 Timothy 4:3-5, that what we receive in 
thanksgiving is our knowing of the TRUTH!  

Psalms 119:142 says that the Law is the Truth!  Therefore, those that 
know the law can freely eat lawfully with thanksgiving!  All creatures are 
good as creations of God for their purpose!  Nothing is to be refused 
because they have a purpose, that doesn’t mean everything is to be eaten!  
Sanctification by the word and prayer can only come from lawful and 
obedient actions.  God is not saying that eating on Thanksgiving is okay.  
Let’s be clear we should always give thanks to God as he advised to pray 
without ceasing (1 Thessolonians 5:17).  So give thanks every day and not 
only yearly on the fourth Thursday of November. 

You are hereby forewarned that God takes no pleasure in the celebration 
of Thanksgiving nor in any other wicked folly day!  

AMOS	5:20‐21:	“1I	HATE,	I	DESPISE	YOUR	FEAST	DAYS,	AND	I	WILL	NOT	

SMELL	IN	YOUR	SOLEMN	ASSEMBLIES.		22THOUGH	YE	OFFER	ME	BURNT	

OFFERINGS	AND	YOUR	MEAT	OFFERINGS,	I	WILL	NOT	ACCEPT	THEM:	
NEITHER	WILL	I	REGARD	THE	PEACE	OFFERINGS	OF	YOUR	FAT	BEASTS.”	


